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Abstract—Several geographic (or position-based) routing protocols have been proposed for data dissemination in wireless sensor
networks. In these protocols, routing is based on the positions of
neighboring nodes. In particular, the next-hop node is selected
according to either a distance-based strategy, which favors a
neighbor with the largest distance progress toward the sink, or a
direction-based strategy, which favors a neighbor with the lowest
angle deviation toward the sink. In this paper, we propose a novel
hybrid geographic routing (HGR) scheme that combines both
distance- and direction-based strategies in a flexible manner. To
further facilitate a tradeoff between energy consumption and endto-end delay, we propose two dynamic HGR (DHGR) mechanisms
based on the basic HGR scheme, which are designed to satisfy
constraints on the average end-to-end delay of specific applications
while minimizing energy consumption. Packet-delivery decisions
are locally made, and the state at a node is independent of the number of nodes in the network; thus, DHGR has the inherent scaling
property of geographic routing. The effectiveness of the proposed
schemes is evaluated by analysis and extensive simulations.
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, geographic routing, quality of
service (QoS), wireless sensor networks (WSNs).

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT YEARS, we have witnessed a growing interest
in deploying microsensors that collaborate in a distributed
manner on data gathering and processing [1]. Due to limited
resources at sensor nodes, routing in wireless sensor networks
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(WSNs) is a challenging task [2]. Minimizing energy consumption has been considered an important problem and has been
addressed with various approaches, e.g., the construction of
special broadcast trees [3] and the combination of sleep/awake
and probabilistic forwarding techniques [4]. A number of
topology-based routing protocols (e.g., directed diffusion [5])
have been proposed, which establish routes on demand. However, these protocols typically require flooding of control
packets over the network, which is costly in terms of power
consumption and bandwidth requirement. In contrast, geographic routing protocols are inherently robust to topology
changes (e.g., due to energy depletion or malfunction), because
they can simply select another neighbor as the next hop if the
previously selected neighbor is no longer available. In geographic routing protocols, packet forwarding decision is locally
made based on node locations (i.e., those of the sink node, the
current node, and its neighbors). No networkwide structuring
or data exchange is needed, potentially achieving energy
efficiency.
There are two basic greedy forwarding strategies in geographic routing: 1) the distance-based strategy and 2) the
direction-based strategy. In the distance-based strategy, a routing protocol selects the neighbor node that is closest to the
sink as the next hop [6]–[8], whereas in the direction-based
strategy, a routing protocol selects a neighbor node whose
deviation angle from the line that connects the current node
and the sink is the minimum among all neighbors [9]. In
this paper, we propose a novel routing scheme called hybrid
geographic routing (HGR), which combines these two selection
criteria to select a node with a large distance progress but
a small deviation angle. To weigh the impact of distanceand direction-based criteria, an adjustment factor (denoted
by α) is introduced. Extensive simulations show that HGR
achieves a flexible tradeoff between energy consumption and
end-to-end delivery latency. This tradeoff is enabled by using different values for the adjustment factor, which allows
HGR to achieve superior performance with regard to energy consumption and end-to-end packet delivery latency over
conventional distance- and direction-based algorithms if used
separately.
Considering that the sensory data of different applications
have different deadlines, we seek to adjust α to satisfy end-toend delay constraints while minimizing energy consumption.
We propose two methods of α adjustment to enhance HGR
[called dynamic HGR (DHGR)] to ensure that localized forwarding decisions in HGR can globally achieve end-to-end
quality-of-service (QoS) objectives, particularly in terms of
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TABLE I
NOTATION

Fig. 1. Distance- and the direction-based schemes.

end-to-end delay. In contrast to other QoS provisioning methods for WSNs, DHGR has the following features.
1) Packet-delivery decisions are locally made, and nodes can
perform α adjustment without any feedback from the sink
or knowledge about global topology.
2) DHGR achieves end-to-end delay very close to but still
less than the delay requirement instead of simply guaranteeing delay that is not larger than the requirement as in
traditional approaches.
3) Unlike other prior work [11], [12], HGR explicitly considers the energy-saving issue and addresses the delayguaranteeing issue.
4) In DHGR, the state at a node is proportional to the fanout
at the node and independent of the number of nodes in
the network. Therefore, DHGR has the inherent scaling
property of geographic routing.
The notation used in this paper is given in Table I. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related
work. We describe HGR in Section III and two dynamic HGR
schemes (i.e., DHGR-I and DHGR-II) in Section IV. Section V
presents the delay analysis of DHGR-II. The simulation model
and experiment results are presented in Section VI. Section VII
concludes this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
This paper is closely related to geographic routing and QoS
provisioning for delay-sensitive traffic in WSNs. In the following discussion, we briefly review the existing proposals.

Geographic (or position-based) routing [13] is a routing
scheme in which each sensor node is assumed to be aware of
its geographic location using the Global Positioning System
or distributed localization services and packet forwarding is
performed based on the locations of the nodes. Each node
periodically broadcasts a Hello message to notify its neighbors
of its current position. Based on location information, each
node sets up a neighbor information table that records the
positions of its one-hop neighbors. In general, each packet
is routed to a neighbor that is closer to the sink than the
forwarding node itself until the packet reaches the sink. If
a node does not have any neighbors that are closer to the
sink, a fallback mechanism is triggered to overcome this local
minimum. In greedy−face−greedy (GFG) routing [6], [7], the
protocol switches from the greedy mode to the face mode to
circumnavigate a void. The left- or right-hand rule consists of
“rolling” to the left or right along the edges, respectively. When
the current node is closer to the destination than the node that
initially started the face mode [8], the protocol returns to the
greedy mode (the void is considered to be circumnavigated).
In greedy geographic forwarding [14], to forward a packet
to sink t, node h simply selects from its neighbor information
table the neighbor that is the closest to t. The progress metric of
a neighbor i is given by P (i) = Dht − Dit , where Dab denotes
the distance between two points a and b. The neighbor with
the maximum progress is selected as the next-hop node. As an
example given in Fig. 1, node i is selected as the next-hop node.
In comparison, the projected progress is defined as the distance
between the current node (i.e., h in Fig. 1) and the projection
point of a potential next-hop node in the most forward within
radius scheme [23]. In Fig. 1, Points 1 and 2 are the projection
points of i and j on the line that connects node h and sink t,
respectively. Point 2 is closer to t, which indicates that j offers
more projected progress; thus, j is selected as the next-hop
neighbor in the maximum-projected-progress-based selection.
On the other hand, direction-based schemes (e.g., compass
routing [9]) consider the deviation angle. The neighbor with
the minimum deviation angle (i.e., node m in Fig. 1) will be
selected as the next-hop node. Compared with the distance-
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based approach, direction-based schemes intend to obtain a
path with a shorter end-to-end Euclidean distance; however,
more hop counts are likely to be needed [24].
In a seminal work [10], the proposed distance-routing-effect
algorithm for mobility (DREAM) considers both direction and
distance effects. It aims at minimizing the total number of
control packets in the network with node mobility based on the
fact that the farther the destination and the slower the rate of
movement of the updating node, the less the frequency that a
copy of the control packet needs to be sent. In contrast, this
paper addresses the problem of meeting real-time constraints,
which is often necessary for communications in real-world
applications. In surveillance systems, for example, communication delays within the loops of sensing and actuating directly
affect the quality of tracking.
There are a few studies that address time-sensitive traffic
transmissions over WSNs. Chen et al. proposed directional
geographical routing [15] to explore the application-specific
number of node-disjoint routing paths to enlarge the aggregate bandwidth for the QoS provisioning in wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs). The authors further presented
a multiple-priorities-based path-scheduling algorithm [16] to
guarantee the end-to-end transmission delay while balancing energy and bandwidth usage among all the node-disjoint
paths in WMSNs. Shu et al. proposed two-phase geographic
greedy forwarding [17] for geographic forwarding by taking into account both the requirements of real-time multimedia transmission and the realistic characteristics of WMSNs.
Yuan et al. [18] proposed an integrated energy-and-QoS-aware
transmission scheme for WSNs, in which the QoS requirements
in the application layer and the modulation and transmission mechanisms in the link and physical layers are jointly
optimized.
For service differentiation in the timeliness domain, energyefficient differentiated directed diffusion (EDDD) [19] provides
differentiated services for real-time and best effort traffic. However, it cannot scale well to WSNs of large size due to the
requirement of global topology information. This shortcoming
can be addressed by geographic routing approaches. SPEED
[11] is a geographic routing scheme that was designed to provide soft end-to-end deadline guarantees for real-time packets
in WSNs. Each node maintains neighbor node information,
e.g., geographic distance and average delay, to each neighbor.
Using the distance and delay, each node evaluates the packet
progress speed of each neighbor node and forwards a packet
to a node whose progress speed is higher than the prespecified
lower bound speed. The multipath and multi-SPEED routing
protocol [12] extends SPEED to support QoS provisioning in
the timeliness and reliability domains.
III. B ASIC H YBRID G EOGRAPHIC R OUTING
In this section, we first review the distance- and directionbased criteria. In Section III-B, we then consider both distance
and direction in the routing process. By adjusting the weights of
distance and direction in the next-hop selection criteria, a wide
array of application-specific delay requirements can be satisfied
while achieving energy conservation.

TABLE II
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE JOINT DISTANCE- AND DIRECTION-BASED
ROUTING DECISION AT NODE h

The idea of energy−delay tradeoff is motivated by an interesting feature of some sensor devices, which can be exploited
to reduce energy consumption [20]. That is, the sensor node
has the capability to transmit at different power levels [21].
Assuming free space transmissions with a path loss exponent
of 2 [22], the per-hop energy is proportional to the square of the
hop distance.1 The distance-based scheme intends to maximize
progress; thus, it may introduce a larger hop distance than the
direction-based scheme. From the viewpoint of statistics, the
distance-based scheme intends to consume higher energy along
the path toward the sink node, whereas the direction-based
scheme yields smaller path energy consumption but results in
larger hop counts with higher end-to-end delay [24].
A. Distance- and Direction-Based Criteria
As illustrated in Fig. 1, let xi denote the projected progress of
node i. Let θi denote the deviation angle between the line that
connects h with i and the line that connects h with t. When node
i receives a data packet from h, the positions of its upstream
node h (xh , yh ) and the sink t (xt , yt ) are piggybacked in the
packet. Node i can next calculate the deviation angle by θi =
arccos((Dhi )2 + (Dht )2 − (Dit )2 /2Dhi · Dht ), where Dhi is the
distance between nodes h and i, Dht is the distance between
nodes h and t, and Dit is the distance between nodes i and t. The
projected progress can then be calculated as xi = Dhi · cos(θi ).
In this paper, xi is considered as the distance-based criterion
for node i, whereas θi or yi = Dhi · sin(θi ) is considered to be
the direction-based criterion for node i.2
B. Joint Distance- and Direction-Based Routing Decision
Let Qi indicate node i’s eligibility (or priority) as the next
hop. The greater xi is, the larger Qi becomes, whereas the
lower θi is, the larger Qi becomes. We can define different
forms for Qi to combine both the distance- and directionbased routing criteria. For example, Qi can be evaluated by
Qi = (1 − (|θi |/90o ))2 + (xi /R)2 , where R denotes the transmission range. As another example, the joint distance- and
direction-based routing criterion can be defined as Qi = (1 −
(yi /R))2 + (xi /R)2 .
Table II shows the pseudocode of the joint distance- and
direction-based next-hop selection algorithm, which selects the
neighbor with the maximum Qi as the next-hop node.
1 Other propagation models, e.g., the two-ray ground model [22] and models
with different path loss exponents, will give a different expression for the energy
consumption, but the same trend will be observed.
2 y is the distance between node i and its projected Point 1 in Fig. 1.
i
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C. Weighted Joint Routing Decision
The Qi definitions in Section III-B are deterministic in the
sense that the relative weights of distance- and direction-based
criteria are fixed. To adjust the impact of xi on node i’s
eligibility as the next-hop node, we can incorporate a weight
factor (with exponent α) into the basic criteria in Section III-B.
Two examples of the weighted criteria are shown in (1) and
(2) (there can also be some other variations; however, all the
weighted hybrid criteria should follow a common law, i.e.,
when α is small, its second term is negligible, and the routing
mechanism operates like a direction-based scheme, whereas
when α is large, the second term in the equation dominates the
first term, and the routing mechanism operates like a distancebased scheme):

2
 x 2
|θi |
i
+ 2α ·
,
α∈Z
(1)
Qi = 1 − o
90
R

2
 x 2
|θi |
i
+α·
,
α ∈ [0, 1].
Qi = (1 − α) · 1 − o
90
R
(2)

D. Flexible Energy−Delay Tradeoff
We have experimented with numerous definitions of
weighted criteria. Among the variants, the criterion in (1) shows
the most distinct tradeoff between distance and direction, which
facilitates parameter tuning, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, we define
the weighted criterion in (1) as our basic HGR criterion in the
remaining part of this paper. The HGR strategy is proposed
to enhance the energy efficiency of scalable transmission for
delay-sensitive traffic by performing tradeoffs between energy
and delay, depending on the network dynamics and application
requirements in WSNs.
To verify the impact of α on HGR in terms of energy and
delay, we vary α from −7 to 7 in (1) and carry out extensive
simulation studies. As shown in Fig. 2, the energy and delay
of both direction- and distance-based schemes remain constant,
because changing α has no effect on them. In comparison, it
can be observed that energy and delay exhibit a tradeoff relation
with regard to α in HGR. As expected, for negative values of
α, HGR behaves like a direction-based scheme, which achieves
lower energy consumption, whereas for positive values of α,
HGR behaves like a distance-based scheme, which yields lower
delay. Fig. 2 clearly illustrates the energy−delay tradeoffs in
HGR, where a higher α value results in lower delay but,
simultaneously, higher energy consumption due to the larger
hop distance. Given a certain delay requirement, it is desirable
to adjust α to a value as low as possible to minimize energy
consumption while satisfying the delay requirement.
E. Dead-End Problem During Next-Hop Selection in HGR
The so-called dead-end problem arises when a packet is
forwarded to a local minimum [25], [26]. If the current node
does not have any neighbor that is closer to the sink, HGR
will be performed in the recovery mode, where the downstream
node is selected according to the face routing criterion to

Fig. 2. Energy−delay tradeoffs in HGR. (a) Impact of α on energy. (b) Impact
of α on delay.

recover from the local minimum [6]–[8]. To avoid loops and
traverse mazes in the recovery mode, the downstream node is
selected on the faces of a locally extracted planar subgraph,
i.e., the Gabriel graph. When an intermediate node that receives
a data packet is closer to the sink than the node where nexthop selection entered the recovery mode, the next-hop-selection
algorithm switches back to the normal HGR selection mode, as
described earlier in this section. The additional delay, which is
introduced in the recovery mode, will be compensated in the
following hops where the α value is adjusted.
F. Handling Link/Node Failures
In unreliable communication environments, traditional geographic routing protocols may fail to deliver data in a timely
manner. Two fault-tolerant low-latency algorithms that meet
sensor network requirements are proposed in [27]. A clusterbased structure is considered, which is different from this paper.
When a link/node failure happens, the medium access control
(MAC) layer cannot deliver the packet to an unreachable nexthop node. After several retransmission attempts, the MAC layer
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Fig. 3. Calculating the projected progress.

Fig. 4.

either just drops the packet or notifies the routing protocol of
the failed transmission. The routing protocol, in turn, selects a
different backup next hop and again hands the packet down to
the MAC layer. This process is repeated until the packet is eventually delivered to the next hop. Thus, energy could be wasted
on retransmissions, and the failover latency could be increased.
When a packet is lost due to channel failure, a receiveroriented approach can be used to avoid acknowledgment transmission [28]. In the case that node i fails in data reception,
rather than letting the upstream node retransmit the packet,
another neighbor (e.g., node j in Fig. 1) that is suboptimal
according to HGR but overhears the previous transmission can
further forward the packet toward the sink.
IV. D YNAMIC H YBRID G EOGRAPHIC R OUTING
In the basic HGR, the α value is fixed for data delivery between every source−destination pair. Unless we know the exact
relation of α to the delay a priori, it is unlikely that the source
can select an optimal α to minimize the energy consumption
while satisfying the application’s delay requirement due to the
network dynamics in WSNs.
In addition, although we can adopt sink−source feedback for
adjusting α to satisfy the required end-to-end delay constraint,
the feedback information may become stale when it is received
by a source node after some delay, particularly in the case with
large hop counts between the source node and the sink. Thus,
we seek distributed methods to adjust α at each intermediate
node during data dissemination based on local information, e.g.,
the position of the node, the location of the upstream (previoushop) node, and the locations of the source and sink piggybacked
in data packets.
In this section, we define DHGR as HGR with dynamic α
adjustment. We first present the problem statement for DHGR.
We then propose two methods that allow each intermediate
node to distributedly adjust α without exchanging additional
control messages along a path between the sink and source to
satisfy application-specific end-to-end delay requirements.
A. Problem Statement
Let Dsh be the distance from the source to node h, Dht
be the distance from h to the sink, and Dst be the distance
from the source to the sink. The angle γ in Fig. 3 is equal
to arccos((Dsh )2 + (Dst )2 − (Dht )2 /2Dsh · Dst ). Let Ph be the
projected progress from the source to the current node h. It
follows that
Ph = Dsh · cos(γ).

Updating the next hop in the reference-value-based α adjustment.

of the data packet from source s to the current node h. Then,
ths is the difference between the current time when the routing
decision is being made tcurrent and the time when the packet is
created at the source node tcreate , i.e.,3
ths = max{tmin , tcurrent − tcreate }

(4)

where tmin denotes the time of delivering a data packet over
one hop.
The main problem that will be solved by DHGR can be
summarized as follows: Given the global parameter TQoS and
the current node’s local information (i.e., ths and Ph ), find an
efficient distributed mechanism for adjusting α to achieve an
end-to-end delay as close to TQoS as possible in the long-term
perspective.
B. Reference-Value-Based α Adjustment: DHGR-I
We first consider a simple reference-value-based α adjustment method, where α is initially set to a reference value (e.g.,
α = 0). The reference value can empirically be selected for a
specific application.
Let Tsh be the standard (or reference) time that can be used
for delivering a packet from s to h, assuming that the total delay
requirement TQoS is satisfied. Then, the allowable delay for
advancing the packet over distance Ph is estimated by

Tsh =

Ph
Dst


· TQoS .

(5)

Recall that ths is the actual delay that was experienced by the
packet. If ths > Tsh , the experienced delay exceeds the allowable
delay. We need to speed up data forwarding by increasing α.
We take a threshold-based approach for α adjustment. If ths is
I
),
larger than Tsh by a certain threshold (denoted by T Hdebit

α will be updated as α = α + β, where β is a predetermined
constant. Then, as illustrated in Fig. 4, h deletes the current
next-hop node for the flow, and a new next-hop node j is
selected according to α , which is determined based on the
criterion in (1). The opposite process is performed if ths is less
I
. Note that,
than Tsh by more than a certain threshold T Hcredit
I
if T Hdebit is set to a smaller value (with a minimum of 0), the
end-to-end delay will be guaranteed with a higher probability.
HGR with reference-value-based α adjustment is denoted by
DHGR-I. The pseudocode of DHGR-I is shown in Table III,
where “←” denotes an assignment operation.

(3)

Let TQoS denote the application-specific delay requirement
(i.e., the maximum delay allowed). Let ths be the actual delay

3 We assume that the sensor clocks are synchronized to compute the delay
and that tcreate is carried in the packet. Many synchronization schemes that
were proposed for WSNs can be adopted for this purpose [29].
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TABLE III
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE DATA-DISSEMINATION ALGORITHM
WITH THE REFERENCE-VALUE-BASED α ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 6. Data packet formats. (a) DHGR-I. (b) DHGR-II.

vkh is considered the current speed that was estimated by
node h. Then, according to the speed, node h can predict
whether the packet will arrive at the sink within the delay bound
and if it continues to travel at the current speed. Node h adjusts
the α value as follows.
1) Let τht be the expected latency from node h to the destination t using the current speed. Then, τht can be calculated
as τht = (Dst − Ph )/vkh .
2) Let Tht be the time credit that was left at node h, which
can be calculated as Tht = (Dst − Ph )/Dst · TQoS .
3) When τht goes above a threshold (the higher threshold,
II
), the packet is likely to miss the delay
denoted by T Hdebit
bound if its progress continues at the current estimated
speed, and a decision for increasing α is made to speed
up the packet delivery.

Fig. 5.

Calculating speed along the path segment.

C. Speed-Based α Adjustment Strategy: DHGR-II
Although the reference-value-based adjustment method is
simple, the improper setting of the initial α value may
negatively affect the performance. In this section, we propose
a method that is virtually independent of the initial α value that
was set by the source. Instead of keeping the reference α fixed
all the time as in DHGR-I, it will be updated at subsequent
hops by considering the delay bound whenever needed. To
more accurately adjust α to meet the QoS objectives, a speed
prediction model will be adopted.
The speed of a packet that arrives at an intermediate node h
depends on the delay that it experiences. Here, we measure the
distance from the previous node where the latest α adjustment
has been made. In Fig. 5, k denotes the node that most recently
adjusts the α value, h denotes the current node where the speed
is being estimated, Pk and Ph denote the projected progress
toward the sink at nodes k and h, respectively, and Pkh denotes
the projected progress along the path segment between k and h.
It follows that Pkh = Ph − Pk .
Let tks and ths be the delays from the source to nodes k
and h, respectively. The speed along the path segment Pkh is
not adjusted; thus, the average speed along the path segment
between k and h, which is denoted by vkh , can be calculated as
vkh =

Pkh
.
− tks

ths

(6)

The increased value is
set to be proportional to the gap bet
t
II ; otherwise, node
tween τh and Th , e.g., (τht − Tht )/T Hdebit
h decreases α to slow down the speed. By instrumenting this
speed adjustment, suboptimal localized decisions can globally
be compensated as the packet travels between the source and
the sink.
The packet formats in the two schemes are shown in Fig. 6.
Compared with DHGR-I, the packet format in DHGR-II includes the following two additional variable packet fields: 1) α
and 2) tks . The pseudocode of the DHGR-II scheme is described
in Table IV.
V. D YNAMIC H YBRID G EOGRAPHIC R OUTING
D ELAY A NALYSIS
A. Concept of “Credit Delay” and “Debit Delay”
When node h at hop k receives a data packet with a particular
α value, ths and Tsh are calculated according to (4) and (5),
respectively. It is not realistic to expect that ths is exactly equal
to Tsh . Thus, upon the reception of data packet at node h, we
have the following two cases.
1) ths < Tsh : The required delay is partially satisfied in the
path segment from the source node to the current node in
the viewpoint of h. In addition, an extra “credit delay”
(i.e., Tsh − ths ) is available, which is denoted by tc1
k in
Fig. 7. Note that the higher the speed, the larger the
consumed energy. Thus, to save energy, node h is allowed
to more slowly forward a data packet than the current
speed by consuming credit delay tc1
k . Initially, there is no
credit delay available at the source node, i.e., tc1
0 = 0.
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TABLE IV
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE DATA-DISSEMINATION ALGORITHM
WITH THE SPEED-BASED α ADJUSTMENT

unnecessary to precisely adjust α (or speed). Rather, the speed
at node h does not need to be adjusted, as long as the following
two cases happen.
1) Its credit delay tc1
k is smaller than a certain threshold, e.g.,
T Hcredit . Otherwise, node h will decrease α to consume
its credit delay for energy saving.
2) Its debit delay td1
k is smaller than a certain threshold, e.g.,
T Hdebit . Otherwise, node h will increase α to amortize
the debit delay.
B. DHGR Delay Analysis
Let Tk be the reserved delay credit for hop k, which is calculated according to the current speed and the projected progress
from hop k to hop k + 1, i.e., Tk = (Pkk+1 /Pst ) · TQoS . Let H
be the number of hops along
the path between the source and
the sink. We have TQoS = H−1
k=0 Tk . Let tk denote the delay
that was experienced from the kth hop to the (k + 1)th hop.
Then, tk in the four cases in Fig. 7 can be calculated as
⎧
d2
T + tc1
Fig. 7(a)
⎪
k + tk ,
⎪
⎨ k
c1
,
Fig.
7(b)
Tk + tk − tc2
k
tk =
(7)
d1
c2
−
t
−
t
,
Fig.
7(c)
T
⎪
k
k
k
⎪
⎩
d2
Tk − td1
k + tk , Fig. 7(d).
Consider Fig. 7(a). The end-to-end packet delay Tete can be
calculated as
H−1

Tete =

tk
k=0
H−1
d2
Tk + tc1
k + tk

=



k=0

Fig. 7. Change of credit−debit delay from hop k to hop k + 1. (a) “Credit”
switches to “debit.” (b) No credit−debit change. (c) “Debit” switches to
“credit.” (d) No debit−credit change.

2) ths > Tsh : The experienced delay exceeds the expected
delivery time at node h. We address this issue by compensating for the “debit delay” at node h, which is denoted by
h
h
td1
k and is equal to ts − Ts . If such a tendency cannot be
continuously reversed in the following hop(s), the delay
bound would be hard to satisfy. Thus, node h intends to
increase the data-forwarding speed to amortize the “debit
delay.”
After the data transmission by node h, the following two
cases are still possible: 1) “credit delay after the current hop”
(denoted by tc2
k ) and 2) “debit delay after the current hop”
(denoted by td2
k ). If we consider the two cases when h receives
the data packet and the other two cases after h transmits the
packet, there are four combinations, as shown in Fig. 7. In
particular, Fig. 7(a) and (c) represent the credit−debit relation
changes in a single hop, whereas Fig. 7(b) and (d) indicate that
the credit−debit relation does not change.
If we consider the entire path from the source to the sink, the
goal of α tuning is that the accumulated delay of data packets
that arrive at the sink node should be less than and close to the
TQoS bound. However, from the viewpoint of a single node, it is

H−1

=

H−1

k=0

H−1

tc1
k +

Tk +
k=0

H−1

k=0
H−1

Tk + tc1
0 +

=

td2
k

k=0

H−1

tc1
k +
k=1

k=0

H−1

= TQoS + 0 −

H−1

td2
k−1 +
k=1

H−2

= TQoS −

td2
k
k=0

H−1

td2
k +
k=0

= TQoS +

td2
k

td2
H−1

td2
k
k=0

= TQoS − tc2
H−1 .

(8)

tc1
k can be considered as the negative “debit delay” from its
d2
previous hop; thus, we have tc1
k = −tk−1 during the calculation
of (8). In (7), the credit delay can also be regarded as the
d1
c2
d2
negative debit delay, i.e., tc1
k = −tk , and tk = −tk . Thus, the
other three cases in Fig. 7 can similarly be handled as Fig. 7(a)
according to (7) and (8).
Next, the maximum credit delay during the current data
transmission will be derived. We consider the worst case at the
kth hop. Assuming that tc1
k is very close to T Hcredit but is still
less than T Hcredit , node h at hop k will not control the speed.
We further assume that the uncontrolled speed at node h is the
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fastest one.4 Then, after data delivery at hop k, tc2
k reaches its
maximum value, which is given by


 
= max tc1
max tc2
k
k + T k − tk
 
= max tc1
+ max{Tk } − min{tk }
k
< T Hcredit + R/Dst · TQoS − tmin
for k = 1, 2, . . . , H − 1

(9)

where R denotes the maximum transmission range, and tmin
denotes the minimum hop delay.
To calculate the maximum debit delay after node h forwards
the data packet, we consider the other worst case. Similarly,
assume that td1
k is very close to T Hdebit but is still less than
T Hdebit . Then, node h will keep the current speed. Assuming
that the speed is the slowest at this moment, then td2
k will be
increased to its maximum value, i.e.,


 
= max td1
max td2
k
k + tk − T k
 
< max td1
+ max{tk } − min{Tk }
k
< T Hdebit + tmax
for k = 1, 2, . . . , H − 1. (10)
In (10), tmax denotes the maximum hop delay, and Tk will
be close to 0 in the case that the projected progress is close to 0
at hop i.
According to (8)–(10), we can calculate the minimum and
maximum of Tete when the perfect DHGR scheme is employed,
i.e.,5


⎧
min{Tete } = TQoS − max tc2
H−1
⎪
⎪
t
⎨
s −R
= DD
· TQoS + tmin − T Hcredit
t
s
(11)
 d2 
⎪
max{T
}
=
T
+
max
t
⎪
ete
QoS
H−1
⎩
= TQoS + tmax + T Hdebit .
The range of Tete is thus min{Tete } < Tete < max{Tete }.
C. Validation of the DHGR Delay Analysis
In (8), it can be observed that the credit and debit are
compensated in a long-term view, with ths converging to TQoS
as the packet approaches the sink node. To validate the range of
Tete that was derived in (11), we vary TQoS from 0.7 s to 1.1 s
and compare min{Tete } and max{Tete }, as predicted from the
aforementioned analysis with the DHGR-II simulation results.
Given the scenario in Section VI, Fig. 8 shows the simulated
delay results of DHGR-II and illustrates HGR’s adaptability to
an application-specific TQoS .
Let T ↓ be the delay in the pure distance-based scheme,
whereas T ↑ denotes the delay in the pure direction-based
scheme. Then, [T ↓ , T ↑ ] is considered the scope of adjustment
in DHGR. As shown in Fig. 8, within the scope of adjustment,
the resulting Tete of DHGR-II is in accordance with the analysis
results.
4 That is, when T reaches its maximum value, the maximum reserved delay
k
credit is calculated based on the maximum projected progress of R. Then, we
have max{Tk } = R/Dst · TQoS .
5 If T H
debit is equal to −tmax , then max{Tete } = TQoS ⇒ Tete ≤
TQoS .

Fig. 8. Impact of TQoS on min{Tete }, max{Tete } and adjusted delay in
DHGR-II, with T Hdebit = 0 (ms), T Hcredit = 7.5 (ms), tmin = 7 (ms)
and tmax = 7.5 (ms).

Fig. 9. Sensor node model that was used in the simulations.

VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes, we
compare HGR, DHGR-I, and DHGR-II with a representative
distance-based scheme (e.g., GFG [6], [7] or greedy perimeter
stateless routing (GPSR) [8]) and a representative directionbased scheme (e.g., compass routing (CR) [9]) using extensive
simulation studies. We first present our simulation settings and
performance metrics in Section VI-A. The simulation results
are presented and discussed in Section VI-B.
A. Simulation Methodology
We implement our protocols and perform simulations using
the OPNET Modeler [30]. The WSN network consists of 2500
nodes that were uniformly deployed in a 2000 m × 500 m field.
Similar to [31], we let one sink stay at a corner of the field and
one source node be located at the diagonal corner. Our sensor
node implementation is illustrated in Fig. 9, which has a fourlayer protocol structure. The sensor application module consists
of a constant-bit-rate source, which generates sensed data every
1 s (2 kB each). Similar to [5], we use the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) as the underlying MAC, and
the radio transmission range (R) is set to 40 m (if not specified
otherwise). The data rate of the wireless channel is 1 Mb/s.
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Similar to [21] and [31], each node can adjust its transmit power
to reach a given distance within R instead of always using the
maximum transmit power. We assume that both the sink and
sensor nodes are stationary. T Hdebit and T Hcredit are set to a
default value of 0 and 7.5 ms, respectively. α is initially set to 0
by the source in DHGR-II.
The following performance metrics are evaluated during the
simulations.
1) Average end-to-end delay Tete . This includes all the
delay elements during packet transmissions, e.g., queuing
delays, retransmission delays due to collision at the MAC
layer, and packet transmission delays.
n
. This is
2) Normalized average end-to-end delay Tete
n
defined as Tete /TQoS . If Tete > 1, the delay requirement
is violated.
3) Energy consumption per successful data delivery E. This
is the ratio of network energy consumption to the number
of data packets that were successfully delivered to the
sink. The network energy consumption includes all the
energy that was consumed by transmitting, receiving,
and overhearing during a simulation. Similar to [32],
we do not account for energy consumption in the idle
state, because this part is approximately the same for
all the schemes that were simulated. In addition, the
transmission power of each node is modeled to be distance sensitive, because we assume that the nodes in the
network can adjust their transmission ranges, depending
on how far they need/choose to transmit.
In all the figures in this section, each data point is the average
of 45 simulations with different random seeds.

Fig. 10.

Impact of R on the average end-to-end delay.

Fig. 11.

Impact of R on energy consumption per successful data delivery.

B. Simulation Results and Evaluations
1) Performance Comparison With Varying Maximum Transmission Range: In the following sets of simulation results,
node density is changed by varying R from 100 m to 250 m.
HGR results are obtained using various fixed α values.
In Fig. 10, the delays of all the schemes decrease as R is
increased. The larger R is, the smaller the hop counts are, and
the lower the obtained delay becomes. On the other hand, given
a fixed R, the delays of HGR lies in between those of the
distance- and the direction-based schemes. HGR behaves more
like the distance-based scheme when a larger fixed α value is
set. The direction-based scheme has the largest delays, because
it only considers the directions while ignoring packet progress.
Although smaller Euclidean path lengths are obtained in the
direction-based scheme, it introduces larger numbers of hops
and, thus, longer delays.
Fig. 11 shows that the energy consumptions of all the
schemes increase as R is increased. The larger R is, the
longer the hop distance becomes. Given a fixed R, the energy
consumption of the distance-based scheme is always larger than
both HGR and the direction-based scheme. The distance-based
scheme tries to maximize packet progress by using a larger hop
distance and Euclidean path length, and thus, it consumes more
energy than the other two schemes, which consider directions
during next-hop selections. Although the energy consumption
of HGR is larger than that of the direction-based scheme,

the delay of HGR is smaller than that of the direction-based
scheme.
In Figs. 10 and 11, it can be observed that, by adjusting α,
HGR can achieve a good tradeoff between the average delay
and power consumption. In particular, HGR always yields
lower delay than the direction-based scheme and lower power
consumption compared with the distance-based scheme.
2) Performance Comparison With Varying Delay Objectives: In the following sets of results, the delay requirement
TQoS is varied from 0.7 s to 1.1 s, and we set three reference
values for α for DHGR-I. Given a fixed reference α, DHGR-I
adaptively adjusts Tete to meet the specified TQoS . In Figs. 12
and 14, it is shown that the delay and energy consumption of
both the distance and direction-based schemes are not affected
by TQoS or the reference α.
As shown in Figs. 12–14, the chosen reference α value in
DHGR-I has a big impact on its performance. The lower the
reference α value is, the closer the respective performance
curves of DHGR-I are to the corresponding curves of the
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Fig. 12. Impact of TQoS on the end-to-end delay that was achieved by
DHGR-I.

Fig. 13. Impact of TQoS on the normalized end-to-end delay that was
achieved by DHGR-I.

direction-based scheme at high TQoS values. Conversely, the
higher the reference α value is, the closer the respective performance curves of DHGR-I are to the corresponding curves
of the distance-based scheme at low TQoS values. Fig. 13
n
for the schemes. The distance-based
shows the curves of Tete
scheme satisfies the required delay if TQoS > 0.785s, DHGR-I
with α = 0, −2, −4 satisfies the average delay if TQoS >
0.79, 0.82, 0.85s, respectively, and the direction-based scheme
satisfies the average delay if TQoS > 1.025s. Then, in terms
of the average delay guarantees, the decreasing order of QoS
support is given as follows:
1) distance-based scheme;
2) DHGR-I with α = 0;
3) DHGR-I with α = −2;
4) DHGR-I with α = −4;
5) direction-based scheme.
In Fig. 14, when TQoS changes, the energy consumption of all
the schemes exhibits exactly the reverse tendency for the delays
in Fig. 12. Although the energy consumption of the directionbased scheme is always the lowest, its ability to satisfy a small
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Fig. 14. Impact of TQoS on the energy consumption per successful data
delivery in DHGR-I.

Fig. 15. Impact of TQoS on the end-to-end delay that was achieved by
DHGR-II.

delay constraint is the lowest. In comparison, DHGR-I achieves
a more efficient tradeoff between delay guarantees and energy
consumption than both the distance- and the direction-based
schemes.
In Fig. 15, the solid line represents the ideal case, where
Tete of DHGR-II perfectly tracks TQoS . It is shown that the
DHGR-II delay curve is very close to that of ideal case, whereas
the curves in the distance- and the direction-based schemes
are unresponsive to changes in TQoS . Both the distance-based
scheme and DHGR-II can satisfy the average delay constraint
if TQoS is larger than the delay’s lower junction, as shown in
Fig. 16. However, DHGR-II has lower energy consumption than
the distance-based scheme, as shown in Fig. 17.
3) Integrated Performance Comparison: As mentioned in
Section V-B, Tete can only be adjusted between T ↓ and T ↑ .
Let Tgpsr represent the Tete of the distance-based scheme
and Tcr represent the Tete of the direction-based scheme.
n
n
and Tcr
be the
Then, T ↓ = Tgpsr , and T ↑ = Tcr . Let Tgpsr
normalized Tgpsr and Tcr , respectively. In Fig. 16, the curve
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF SATISFYING DELAY CONSTRAINTS
AND E NERGY S AVING

Fig. 16. Impact of TQoS on the normalized end-to-end delay that was
achieved by DHGR-II.

The higher η is, the better the composite performance becomes, which was provided by the WSN to energy efficiently
support time-constrained services. Table V shows a comparison
of the schemes in terms of Loverlap , rQoS , Esaving , and η.
The results in Table V show that DHGR-II has the highest
η, and more importantly, η is proportional to Loverlap , which
verifies that the precision of delay adjustment in DHGR can
help in satisfying the average delay constraint while maximizing energy saving. Based on both η and Loverlap , we can
get the same increasing order of performance in terms of the
integrated eligibility level, i.e., the distance- or the directionbased scheme, DHGR-I with α = 0, DHGR-I with α = −2,
and HGR-I with α = −4, DHGR-II. Compared with DHGR-I,
DHGR-II is virtually independent of the initial α setting and
has a better integrated performance. Although DHGR-II has
higher complexity than DHGR-I, the α adjustment scheme
in DHGR-II is more efficient. This result also illustrates the
tradeoff between complexity and efficiency of the two DHGR
algorithms in this paper.
VII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 17. Impact of TQoS on the energy consumption per successful data
delivery in DHGR-II.
n
of Tgpsr
crosses the ideal curve at LowerJunction, whereas the
curve of Tcr crosses the ideal curve at UpperJunction. A better
adjustment algorithm should make the resulting Tete curve
closer to the line that connects LowerJunction and UpperJunction (the scope of adjustment), i.e., satisfy the required QoS
while minimizing energy consumption. Let Loverlap be the
ratio of a resulting Tete curve that overlapped with the ideal
curve by a 98% confidence within the scope of adjustment. Let
rQoS denote the ratio of meeting the delay constraint by a 98%
confidence over the scope of adjustment. Let Esaving be the
accumulated energy saving of DHGR-I and DHGR-II compared
to the distance-based scheme over the scope of adjustment,
which corresponds to the shadowed areas in Figs. 14 and 17.
For time-sensitive applications over energy-constrained
WSNs, it is important to consider both rQoS and Esaving .
We adopt the following metric (which is denoted by η) to
evaluate the integrated performance in terms of meeting delay
constraints and energy saving:

η = rQoS · Esaving .

(12)

This paper has proposed a novel HGR protocol that was designed to achieve an efficient tradeoff between energy efficiency
and delay performance. HGR employs a novel hybrid criterion
based on direction and distance to evaluate the eligibility of
neighboring nodes as the next-hop relay. Furthermore, a weight
factor has been introduced to weigh the impact of direction and
distance on the HGR operation. Two novel adjustment strategies DHGR-I and DHGR-II have been proposed to satisfy the
end-to-end average packet delay constraint while maximizing
energy saving. An analysis has been given to bound the end-toend delays of the HGR schemes. Extensive simulations show
that the HGR schemes can achieve a flexible tradeoff between
delay and energy.
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